STRING TRIMMERS

**SST6**
- 22" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- 16" ✓ ✓ OPT ✓
- Rear Air Tire
- Rear Solid Tire
- Side Discharge
- Plow Style Handles

**SST6SP**
- 22" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- 16" ✓ ✓ OPT ✓
- Rear Air Tire
- Rear Solid Tire
- Side Discharge
- Plow Style Handles

**STP12**
- 22" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- 12" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
- Rear Air Tire
- Rear Solid Tire
- Side Discharge
- Plow Style Handles

DIRECT DRIVE/FINISHING MOWER

**621-2**
- 22" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT 6" 16" OPT 8" OPT

SMALL BELT DRIVE MOWERS

**622**
- 22" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT OPT 6" 16" OPT 8" OPT

**WX24SP**
- 24" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT OPT 6" 16" OPT 8" OPT

**624**
- 24" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT OPT 6" 16" OPT 8" OPT

**624SPSW**
- 24" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT OPT 7" 26" OPT OPT

LARGE BELT DRIVE MOWERS

**1026SS**
- 26" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT 8.25" 20" ✓ ✓

**1026SSSW**
- 26" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT 8.25" 20" ✓ ✓

**1026-3SPSW**
- 26" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT 8.25" 20" ✓ ✓

**1030-3SPSW**
- 30" ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ OPT 8.25" 20" ✓ ✓

---

**WHY HIGH WHEELS?**

- Large diameter wheels roll easier, reducing resistance from turf and weeds, while overcoming holes.
- High wheels allow better balance and create a pivot for maneuvering the mower.
- High wheels allow bigger engines, without sacrificing balance or handling ease.

Sarlo high wheels hardly notice the holes, sand or soft turf that bog down low wheels and make pushing tough work.

Sarlo high wheels roll over high grass and weeds that low wheels push against.

---

**SARLO POWER MOWERS, INC.**

www.sarlomower.com

1 (800) 749-5296

---

**WHY HIGH WHEELS?**

A tradition of performance and quality...

Established in 1935, Sarlo Power Mowers, Inc. pioneered the development of high wheel mowers and has become a respected manufacturer of quality mowers and trimmers. Sarlo is recognized around the world for its advances in mower design, performance and customer service. More than a name, Sarlo is a family tradition. The Sarlo family is proud of its manufacturing heritage and is dedicated to continuing to provide the very finest high wheel mowers and trimmers.

---

**WHY HIGH WHEELS?**

- Large diameter wheels roll easier, reducing resistance from turf and weeds, while overcoming holes.
- High wheels allow better balance and create a pivot for maneuvering the mower.
- High wheels allow bigger engines, without sacrificing balance or handling ease.

Sarlo high wheels hardly notice the holes, sand or soft turf that bog down low wheels and make pushing tough work.

Sarlo high wheels roll over high grass and weeds that low wheels push against.

---

**SARLO POWER MOWERS, INC.**

www.sarlomower.com

1 (800) 749-5296
For more information, please contact us:

1 (800) 749-5296

Look for us on Facebook

www.sarlomower.com

MODEL 624SPSW

MODEL WX24SP

MODEL 1026SSSW

MODEL 1026-3SPSW

MODEL 1026SS

MODEL 1026SSW

MODEL 1030-3SPSW

LARGE BELT DRIVE MOWER

MODEL WX24SP

LARGE BELT DRIVE MOWER

MODEL STP12

STRING TRIMMER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

12" Composite Wheels

Easy Load, Aluminum Spin Head

Light, Balanced Design

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Lifetime Spindle Warranty

STRING TRIMMER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

12" Composite Wheels

Easy Load, Aluminum Spin Head

Light, Balanced Design

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Lifetime Spindle Warranty

STRING TRIMMER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

12" Composite Wheels

Easy Load, Aluminum Spin Head

Light, Balanced Design

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Lifetime Spindle Warranty

STRING TRIMMER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

12" Composite Wheels

Easy Load, Aluminum Spin Head

Light, Balanced Design

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Lifetime Spindle Warranty

DIRECT DRIVE/ FINISHING MOWER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

8" Stationary Front Wheels

Quick Blade Height Adjustment

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Perfect for trimming fences

SMALL BELT DRIVE MOWER

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

26" Cut, Side Discharge

Self-Propelled with Differential

8.25" Swivel Front Wheels

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

MODEL 621-2

8.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Professional Engine

16" Steel Wheels with Ball Bearings

Easy Load, Aluminum Spin Head

Light, Balanced Design

Adjustable Flow Style Handles

Lifetime Spindle Warranty

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)

Also Available with a Diesel Engine (Model 624D)